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hypothesis I   have  just   outlined   underlies   my   whole,
argument   This is, in   my opinion,  noeossary,  tnruuse
Schiller handles the problem from the antflo of his own
inner  experience*     In   view   of the fact that   another
psychology, z>, another type, would  have apprehended
the problem in quite another form, the highly general
formulation which Schiller gives to it mijjht be retarded
in the nature of an encroachment, or as un ill-considered
generalization.   But such a judgment would ho incorrect,
since there is actually a large class of men for whom the
problem of the differentiated functions is precisely the
same as it was for Schiller,    If, therefore, in the ensuing
argument I occasionally emphasise Schiller's one-sided-
ness and subjectivity, I do not wish to detract from tin:
importance and validity of the prohlem lus has raised,
but rather to make room for other formulations,   Such
criticisms as I  may occasionally offer, therefore, are in-
tended rather as a transcription into a form of oxprestfion,
which disembarrasses Schiller's formulation of its m\>
jective limitations,     My argument, nevertheless, clings
very closely to Schiller's, since it is concerned much lens
with the general question of introversion and extra version
—which in Chapter I exclusively engaged our attention—
than with the typical conflict of the intrwtrttd thinking
type.
Schiller concerns himself at the very outset with the
question of the cause and origin of the bifurcation of the
two mechanisms. With sure instinct he hits upon the
differentiation of the individual as the basic motive, *4 It
was culture itself, which dealt this wound to the modern
man" (p. 22). This one sentence at once shows Schiller's
embracing understanding of our problem* The breaking
up of the harmonious co-operation of the psychic forces
that exists (n instinctive life is like an ever open and never
healing wound, a veritable Amfortas' wound; since the

